DVSA Compliance module

Tranman DVSA Compliance module
Simplified reporting for DVSA compliance and earned recognition scheme

Support the maintenance of your operator’s licence
with increased insight into vehicle compliance and
comprehensive reporting.
Operating licence compliance
As a Tranman user, you know how well the
solution helps you track the vehicle inspection
schedules and manage vehicle standards that are
vital to maintaining your operator licence. Now
the Tranman DVSA Compliance module brings
all that information together in an easy-to-use
dashboard.
Red-amber-green status indicators enable you to
see at a glance how compliant your organisation
is with the legislation. You can quickly drill down
to find out more about any compliance issues
and help speed their resolution. The module also
provides a range of management information to
help you run your fleet more efficiently.
DVSA earned recognition
If you join the DVSA earned recognition scheme,
the Tranman DVSA Compliance module
streamlines your participation. It gathers the
required performance information and sends it
to the DVSA on your behalf — saving you hours
of work every month on data analysis, complex
calculations and report preparation.
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Improves data
insight

Via the dashboard, the module provides timely
alerts of any issues that could cause you to miss
your monthly KPIs, giving you the opportunity to
rectify them before the data is transmitted.
Earned recognition benefits

Delivers time
savings

Main benefits:
M
 itigates risks; easy tracking of DVSA
operators licence compliance with a
dashboard view and RAG status indicators
R
 educes time spent on administration and
reporting

The benefits of joining the DVSA earned
recognition scheme include:

I ncreases visibility of your fleet operation
with early warning of issues that could
mean missed KPIs

Reduces roadside inspections by DVSA —
avoiding delays to journeys that could cost
you money
Minimises the need for DVSA enforcement
staff to visit your premises
Automates your data gathering and
transmission of data to DVSA to ensure you
are compliant with the scheme requirements
Drives customer confidence in you as a
supplier being an approved DVSA earned
recognition operator.
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Mitigates
non-compliance risks

I mproves productivity with reduced
roadside or on-premise inspections for
those who join the Earned Recognition
scheme.

What is DVSA earned recognition?
DVSA earned recognition is a voluntary
scheme for vehicle operators of all sizes
to prove they meet driver and vehicle
standards. In return for regularly sharing
performance information with DVSA,
participants’ vehicles are less likely to be
stopped for roadside inspections.
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